Join the slow food revolution

Experience at Art Nouveau Country House, Sigüenza

Dear friends,
Traveling slowly and seeing what’s around you immerses yourself in the local
landscape, the history and culture, the food and the wine, and the local people.
Our Slow Food tour proposal captures an indulgent combination of
picturesque walks, boutique hotels and amazing local food, all wrapped up in
a soulful journey along one of the most scenic regions in Northern Spain.
This wonderful blend of scenery, slow food and fresh air will renew your
senses and feed your passion for Spain.
A lifetime opportunity to taste the delicacies of the vegetable garden of
Navarra, to learn to prepare our famous and creative “tapas and pinchos”, to
collect mushrooms in Soria, to eat roasted pig and Spanish migas in the
middle of the desert or to have a stylish lunch at Art Nouveau Country
House, a private estate in Sigüenza.

A perfect plan for groups of friends or families that love traditional
gastronomy with locally grown products.
At Greatness we invite you to enjoy privileged access and unique perspectives
on the Spanish treasures.
Warm regards,
Isabel Benjumea
CEO & Founder
info@greatness.es
Download our Catalogue:
GREATNESS Homes Collection

ART NOUVEAU
COUNTRY
HOUSE
Available for stays,
visits, experiences
and events
This Country House
lies within a vast
1,200 hectare
Art Nouveau Country House
private estate
within the Henares
river valley, in the heartlands of the Castilla La Mancha region. It is a historic
natural reserve, which has a spot in the inventory of royal places to hunt.

The main villa was built in Art Nouveau style at the end of the 19th century by
the Duke of Pastrana and it has been completely refurbished recently to meet
the most demanding requisites of modern comfort.

Experience at Art Nouvea Country House, Sigüenza
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